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Hj )n, where the accu-
racy increases with n. Grover’s algorithm, therefore, may be viewed as a
simulation of the sum of two N -qubit Hamiltonians that rotate the phase of
the states W |0 > and |k >, the Walsh-Hadamard-transformed initial state
and the desired state, respectively. Assuming the sumH can be implemented,
a measurement of the energy of the initial state under H would collapse the
state vector to a state halfway between W |0 > and |k >, and a subsequent
measurement after turning off H would produce |k > with probability 1/2.
We derive requirements for implementing an approximation of H with a sum
of O(N) few-qubit Hamiltonians.
Introduction
Grover’s algorithm [1,2] is implemented as two reflections of an initial state
repeated O(2N/2) times, one through W |0 > and the second through |k >,
where W is a Walsh-Hadamard transform and k is the answer we seek. The
reflections are implemented by two phase-rotating Hamiltonians in sequence,
HW |0> and H|k>. These Hamiltonians H|ψ> essentially define a (2
N − 1)-
degenerate ground state and a single excited state |ψ >; the corresponding
eigenvalues are 0 and pi, respectively.











Hj )n. Lloyd [3] has
suggested this method as a way of simulating physical processes. We can
therefore consider Grover’s algorithm to be a simulation of the sum of the
two Hamiltonians, H = HW |0> +H|k>; instead of O(2
N/2) queries to a black
box and an “open box” in sequence, we now have one continuous query to
both. The two most excited states of H lie very close both to W |0 > and to
|k > and have eigenvalues pi ± γ, where γ decreases exponentially with N .
The rest of the states are perpendicular to W |0 >.
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Assuming H can be implemented, we can now solve NP-complete prob-
lems very quickly. Since the only states not perpendicular to W |0 > are also
close to |k >, we do the following:
• Begin in the state W |0 >.
• Turn on H.
• Measure the state.
• Turn off H.
• Measure the state.
The final measurement will give |k > with probability approaching 1/2 with
large N .
Few-qubit approximation
We now consider implementing H. Both HW |0> and H|k> affect all the bits;
in most designs for quantum computers, such as quantum gate arrays, N -
bit gates are not available, and we must resort to approximating the N -bit
gate with smaller k-bit gates. Since we are summing the two Hamiltonians,
we must approximate them with sums of smaller Hamiltonians instead of
products of unitary operators.
Consider the NP-complete problem class EC3; it consists of the conjunc-
tion (logical AND) of a set of three-variable clauses that are satisfied when
exactly one of the three variables is true. Each clause eliminates approxi-
mately a fixed proportion of the remaining possibilities; the number of clauses
required to specify a single solution is therefore approximately proportional




Hi, where each Hi encodes a single clause; when turned on for a
fixed time t = t0, Hi rotates the phase of any component whose index satis-
fies the clause by epit/2mt0 = epi/2m. The solution state |k > to the problem
would be rotated through etmpi/2mt0 = −1, the reflection we were seeking. A
similar sum of few-variable Hamiltonians suffices to approximate HW |0>.
In order to implement H, therefore, we need to be able to apply O(N)
few-qubit Hamiltonians simultaneously; half of these need to be in the W
2
basis for rotating the phase of W |0 >, and half in the standard basis for
rotating the phase of |k >. We do not know if this requirement is reasonable
or not, and leave the question to future research.
The probability of measuring k at the end of the process is related to
r = (m −merr)/m, where merr is the maximum number of clauses satisfied
by a bit assignment that is not the solution to the problem. It’s easy to
see why: we are trying to increase the phase difference between the desired
state and the rest of the states; the rate at which the phase of a component
increases depends on how many clauses are satisfied. r is then the relative
rate of rotation of the solution state |k > compared to the closest wrong
state. Fixing r fixes the asymptotic probability of finding k as N increases.
Conclusion
We have presented a setup which could allow one to solve NP-complete prob-
lems in O(1) time, assuming it can be implemented. It requires that O(N)
few-qubit Hamiltonians act simultaneously on the quantum state; half of
these need to be in the W basis for rotating the phase of W |0 >, and half in
the standard basis for rotating the phase of |k >. We do not know whether
this is possible, and leave the problem for future research.
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